AMERICAN SLANG BECOMING LANGUAGE OF ARMIES ABROAD

Mixture of All Tongues Is Fuzzling to Arrivals

With American Army in France, Sept
2-A new language is in the making in France. Soldiers of the allied forces are helping the civilians to learn it. Its word of war is "give me a light" and its phrases from the allied tongues, spiced with Yiddish, Alsatian slang and army chatter.

Pouches are handed to endure and tackle with the United States and other nations that send troops to France, no matter how much or how little the code is understood by the civilians. Besides, the German and Chinese civilians will carry home from France, "the heart, "breathe," "sustain," "is your kid?" and "thank you kindly." "Combination," "enough," "come at the last," "not difficult." "A little bit of lip service" and "a string of words." The soldiers are writing in letters and will carry home and the French language is the language of the French.

Pocket editions of dictionaries contain phrases in French and are popular. It is amusing to see enlisted men consulting dictionaries in stores and

Carpenters Win First Prize.

A prize for best appearance in the parade went to the carpenters' union.
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